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Forward 
 
Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates is pleased to present this Feasibility Study to Shippensburg University. 
This report has been developed to assist the University Council of Trustrees, staff and students in the 
decision making process regarding the future utilization and disposition of the School of Engineering.   
 
As such, this report should be viewed as a starting point, or benchmark; providing a framework from 
which decisions regarding prioritized facility upgrades can be made.  Any recommendations that result in 
upgrades to the present facilities should be structured to align with the University’s Mission, Beliefs and 
Educational Programs. 
 

DESIGN TEAM 

 
SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY 
Dr. Carol Wellington, Director/Professor Computer Science and Engineering 
Dr. Thomas Briggs, Professor/Department Chairperson, Mechanical & Civil Engineering  
Timothy Boyum, Computer Science and Engineering Systems Administrator 
Adam Roth, Director of Facilities, Management and Planning 
Terry Starr, Associate Director for Planning, Design and Engineering 
William Lensie, Associate Director of Maintenance and Operations  
 
EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT 
Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates  
 
HVAC, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL 
Century Engineering 
 
Steering Committee Meetings were conducted on on the following dates: 
8/8/2018   
9/17/2018 
10/3/2018 
10/17/2018 
11/7/2018 
11/26/2018 
 
“Society is changing rapidly and education is being challenged to follow suit. As we expand our 
knowledge of how we learn, we must also expand our concept of what constitutes a stimulating and 
creative learning environment. The single most difficult task in this transformative process is that of 
altering the public’s image of an educational facility. Expanding the planning and design process to 
involve all of the stakeholders and incorporate the societal issues of today makes sense.” 
 
 
“At Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates, we believe in a transparent educational facility design process, 
with a learner-centered focus and client driven, collaborative approach, one which builds and supports 
community linkages, an important step in the transformation process.” 
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1 | Executive Summary 
BACKGROUND 

The School of Engineering is currently headquartered in the Math and Computing Technologies Center.   
The existing conditions of this facility are deficient in spatial relationships and building system 
infrastructure necessary for a high-impact engineering program.  It is the goal of the University to 
produce experiential learning in the training and preparation of engineering students.  In order to do 
this, the University must emphasize a hands-on experience cultivated in an adaptable STEM related 
educational environment with sufficient infrastructre to support leading edge technology.  The 
University identified two locations on Campus to relocate the Computer Science, Mechancial and Civil 
Engineering Labs.  Kriner Hall was evaluated to house the Computer Science lab space and the Steam 
Plant was evaluated to house the Civil and Mechanical Engineering lab space. 
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The Study focused on evaluating the physical conditions of the proposed buildings and identify 
improvements necessary to meet currrent construction standards, code requirements and realize the 
University’s vision into tangible educational environment.  Careful consideration was given to the space 
planning of proposed lab equipment but also potential growth of the School.  Flexible learning 
environments to promote student and faculty collaboration in a clear organized arrangement with an 
emphasis on visual supervision was pursued.   
 
In addition to the broad scope of the project, outlined above, particular physical conditions and 
preferred organization of educational spaces included the following: 
 
Kriner Hall 

Steam Plant 

 
The Study provides an estimate of probable “Project” costs for each location to enable the University to 
make an informed decision on available funding and needs. 

 Adequate space and flexibility for learning spaces. 
 Analyze clear separation of learning spaces without the use of hard walls. 
 Establish maximum flexibility as it pertains to power requirements. 
 Analysis of clear separation between student learning spaces and faculty offices. 
 Faculty office areas that are sensitive towards acoustics and storage. 
 Small collaboration areas within faculty area. 
 Solutions for acoustical treatments in the vaulted space. 
 School identity through wall graphics. 

 

 Analysis of maximum utilization of space for immediate use and future expansion of 
Engineering School. 

 Address climate control, accessibility, code and energy code implications. 
 Coordination of existing structure with new construction. 
 Analysis of proposed lab spaces and their space requirements for both installation, use and 

future maintenance. 
 Analysis of proposed equipment to minimize student disturbance and structural vibration. 
 Understanding constructability of new function within existing shell. 
 Ability for future expansion with regards to equipment. 
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2 | Kriner Hall 
EXISTING BUILDING 

Kriner Hall, originally built in 1958 with a small addition in 1963, is a two-story dining hall of 
approximately 31,000 square feet.  The upper floor currently houses the dining area, kitchen, dish 
washing and lobby with a small retail operation.  The lower floor houses storage areas, freezer and 
coolers, a boiler room housing a localized hot water plant with distribution to surrounding buildings and 
a loading dock. 
 
The upper floor has a vaulted ceiling in the center of the space allowing for a very high rounded ceiling. 
It will require sound attenuation to reduce sound reflection and echo due to volume and hard surfaces.  
The ceiling is presently plaster or other solid material. 
 

 

 
 
Existing food service equipment will require demolition/removal to maximize the required space to 
receive the new labs and faculty offices. 
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PLANNING STRATEGY 

The existing dining space could be repurposed into lab space and faculty offices while the small retail 
operation at the main entrance would remain.  The conceptual design empasized maximum utilization of 
the space and its existing possibilites while remaining flexible with regards to learning spaces.  Acoustics 
and levels of visibility are a driving factor in the choices of materiality and layout.  The existing vaulted 
ceiling will be infilled between the existing retail area and school space.  Ceiling clouds, insulation and 
absobant materials will placed strategically to improve accoustics.  The concept focuses on fexibility of 
spaces through easily manuevered furnishings while simultaneously maintaining a sense of seperation, 
some firm some ambiguous, between each space.   A semi-private faculty area is placed adjacent to the 
labs.   
 
The proposed program includes: 

 
The computer graphics area will house high-end graphics enabled computers with significant heat 
output of upwards of 800 watts of heat output per computer.  There will be approximately 120 to 150 
computers associated with the computer lab, software lab, and the computer graphics areas.  This will 
require additional mechanical and electrical improvements to the facility. 

 Open Labs with moveable partitions for flexibility, including  
o High Performance Computing 
o Software Engineering 
o Broadside Center 
o CAD Lab 
o Tutoring 

 Hard separation required for spaces, including 
o VR Space 
o PCB Fabrication / Testing / Circuit Board / Embedded Lab 
o Seminar 
o Work Room 
o Small Offices / Conference Rooms 
o Storage 

 The PCB Fabrication / Testing / Circuit Board / Embedded Lab requires 
o Physical separation from all others due to student certifications required to enter and 

utilize space. 
o Maximum counter surface and storage within. 

 Storage Spaces 
 Centralized IDF Room per University direction 
 Single ADA toilet rooms 
 Open breakout spaces for small groups 
 Access maintained from existing retail spaces to existing refrigerator and freezer at rear of 

building 
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CODE CONSIDERATIONS 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Applicable Code includes, but not limited to: 
o 2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC) Chapter(s) 4 
o 2015 International Building Code (IBC) (Except Chapters 1, 11, and 30) 
o 2018 International Building Code (IBC) Chapter 11, and Appendix ‘E’ – 2009 ICC/ANSI 

A117.1 (ANSI) 
 Construction Classification(s) – Type II B, without automatic sprinklers throughout 
 Occupancy Classification(s) – Group(s) ‘A-2’     Partial Change of Occupancy To Group ‘B’ 
 New program requires change in Use Group:  Assembly (A-2) to Business (B) - less hazardous 

classification. 
 Occupant Load reduced from 600 occupants to 372 occupants. 

o With reduction of occupant load existing egress is adequate. 
o With reduction of occupant load existing plumbing fixture count is sufficient. 

 Accessible toilet rooms are required – one for each gender. 
 Building does not require the addition of a fire protection system, however, all new corridor 

walls require   1- hour rating. 
 Accessible routes/parking spaces is provided via Visitor Parking Lot 1. 
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ARCHITECTURAL AND INTERIORS NARRATIVE 

The interior design intent for this project is to create open labs and a vibrant student area that is visually 
connected to the circulation path – complete with technology, comfortable and flexible furniture and 
meeting areas.  A combination of architectural elements and furniture arrangements will allow for 
openness and connection between activity zones while generating distinct spatial moments and a sense 
of place. 
 
To control acoustics in the vaulted area a partition between the new lab spaces and front retail area will 
be built to create separation between the two.  The high volume will remain in the new labs with the 
inclusion of acoustical wall panels and ceiling treatments to control acoustics as well as create visual 
interest in the space.   
 
The lab spaces will be located remotely from the faculty offices to separate the learning spaces from the 
more private offices.  Faculty offices will be established by open-flexible workstations/offices with full 
glass and fabric panels.  These workstations can create an enclosed work environment with a sliding 
door option for privacy but open into a collaborative work area.   
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The labs can be easily arranged with mobile screen walls to enhance spatial flexibility.  Magnetic strips 
allows several screens to quickly be joined together to delineate space or create privacy.  Screen walls 
are also available in several material options including markerboard, upholstered tackable surface, 
fluted plastic and tool rail.     
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Flexible furnishings can integrate technology and furniture to bring people, space and 
information together for a greater collaborative learning environment. 
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MECHANICAL NARRATIVE 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The original mechanical systems were comprised of three (3) chilled water cooling / steam heating air 
handling units located in the ground floor storage areas and ducted upstairs to serve generally three 
major zones.  Air Handling Unit AHU-1 served the west zone, AHU-2 served the east zone, and AHU-3 
served the center bay areas and the front of the building.  In addition, a kitchen exhaust hood over the 
cooking battery was serviced by three roof mounted exhaust fans with a fourth fan serving to exhaust 
the dishwasher.  Heat was provided initially by 100 psi district steam and condensate piping brought to 
the ground floor from the campus distribution piping, providing steam for the building.  A steam 
pressure reducing station reduced the steam pressures to working levels which was used to serve some 
of the kitchen equipment and the three (3) air handling units.  There was a steam to hot water convertor 
used to produce heating water that was distributed to finned tube radiation, cabinet heaters and similar 
equipment throughout the building.  There were also two (2) relief air fans, one on each side of the 
building, to relieve any excess air to the exterior of the building. 
 
The original air handling units were demolished, in a 2001 infrastructure upgrade to the building, that 
replaced the three (3) main air handling units and provided for a new 70 ton air cooled chiller on grade 
and a pair of chilled water pumps to serve the building’s cooling needs.  The steam piping was retained 
and reconnected to the steam heating coils in the new air handling units.  In addition, there was a small 
split system dx cooling unit provided during the renovation to cool the kitchen office space.  The three 
(3) “new” air handling units added back in 2001 included two (2) – 6,200 cfm, 347 MBH total cooling 
single zone horizontal chilled water air handling units with steam heating coils to replace AHU-1 and 
AHU-2 and one (1) – 3,300 cfm, 118 MBH total cooling single zone horizontal chilled water air handling 
unit with a steam coil to replace the former AHU-3.  These units were reconnected to the existing 
ductwork with some new ductwork added, but generally still serviced the same main zones.   There were 
also modifications to the two (2) existing relief air fans, to convert them to unpowered relief air 
ventilators. 
 
There was a recent upgrade to the existing kitchen HVAC infrastructure to provide for more effective 
exhaust and make-up air to serve the existing batteries of cooking equipment and their existing exhaust 
hoods.  New kitchen exhaust fans were added and a new makeup air unit located in the ground floor 
north east corner of the building, had been ducted up to provide an increased amount of fresh air to the 
existing kitchen equipment.    
 
A recent campus wide infrastructure upgrade made a few years ago, brought district chilled water to the 
building, eliminating the need for the air-cooled chiller.  This campus wide chilled water distribution 
system is sometimes de-energized during the shoulder months, if the conditions are right and the 
buildings connected to it do not need chilled water.  It can be reenergized when needed and will most 
likely be needed for cooling the high internal heating loads associated with the computer labs.  The 
campus infrastructure upgrades also brought about the addition of a steam heating plant in the 
basement of the building, which presently serves the heating needs this building and of several local 
buildings in this area with hot water heating needs. 
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PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

As part of the present renovation, the existing makeup air unit and the two existing banks of exhaust 
hoods will need to be removed to free up additional program space to suit the proposed floor plans.   
These units to be removed do not fit the proposed needs of the building going forward.  Therefore, it is 
suggested that the existing exhaust fans, kitchen exhaust hoods, and makeup air unit be removed and 
stockpiled for possible reuse in the future.   If desired, the makeup air unit could remain in its present 
location, however the distribution ductwork in the program space would need to be removed.  Likewise, 
if the controls can be salvaged, we would recommend doing so for possible reuse at a later date. 
The existing units installed as part of the 2001 renovation are expected to be available for reuse for the 
present needs of the building, subject to the physical suitability for reuse.  A visual inspection suggests 
the units are in relatively decent shape, however, Century Engineering Inc. would recommend that all 
three of the existing units be checked by Shippensburg Maintenance staff to determine if portions of the 
units may need to be upgraded to allow the units continued use for this building.  Assuming these three 
(3) units can all remain and be reused, we propose the following changes and additions to the existing 
chilled water cooling and steam heating systems presently in use: 
 

1. Retain the two large duct trunks located in the existing bulkheads (one on east side and 
one on west side) serving the main classroom floor will be retained.   

2. The ductwork on the west side will feed the CAD Lab, Electrical Test Equipment, the 
Broadside Center, as well as the Software Engineering area.  In general this ductwork, 
and the unit serving it, will provide for some cooling in these spaces and provide for the 
Outside Air requirements.   These spaces will need supplemental cooling via new chilled 
water fan coil units due to the high internal heat loads.  The exterior wall/glass area will 
continue to be heated via hot water finned tube radiation and portions of the finned 
tube units can be replaced as needed.  Repiping of the finned tube radiation will be 
necessary, as they presently are set up as large zones and will need to be subdivided 
into smaller controllable zones.  This will allow more precise temperature controls and 
will avoid competing with the fan coil units. 

3. The ductwork on the east side of the building will continue to serve the spaces on the 
east side of the building, namely the individual Offices, Shared Space, Director, 
Secretary, Corridor, Secure Storage, Lobby, Tutor, Seminar spaces, VR Space, Student 
Sitting Area, Tutoring, and the PCB FAB/Test/Circuit/ Embedded space in the center of 
the bay.  This duct and AHU-2 will serve the basic cooling and heating requirements and 
will provide for the Outside Air requirements of these spaces.  Supplemental cooling will 
be provided with chilled water fan coil units serving the PCB FAB/Test/Circuit/ 
Embedded space, Tutoring, VR Space, and each of the Seminar Rooms. 

4. The High Performance Computing space will be served by the smaller existing chilled 
water cooling and steam heating air handling unit, AHU-3, which will presently provide 
for the Outside Air requirements of the space.  This space will also be supplemented by 
a chilled water fan coil unit(s) to provide for the high cooling requirements of this space 
due to the heavy computer loads. 

5. Existing AHU-3 and the ductwork presently serving the (Main Entrance) Lobby, the Sub 
Shop, the Pizza Shop, and Sitting Area will continue to do so in the future.  The Men’s 
and Women’s Room off the Lobby will continue to be exhausted, however, new exhaust 
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fans , ductwork, and exhaust grilles will be provided, if the budget permits.  This area is 
technically in the out-of-scope area of the building. 

6. The Pizza Shop and the Sub Shop will not be renovated under this project. 
7. A ductless split system unit will be provided to cool the IDF Room, with a ground 

mounted condensing unit outside.  This unit will be cooling only.   A chilled water 
cooling only fan coil unit(s) will be provided to cool the Workroom. 

8. The MDF Room will remain in the basement and will not need additional cooling. 
9. An exhaust fan will be provided to exhaust the Secure Storage, new Women’s Room, 

new Men’s Room, and the Storage Room at the back (north side) of the building. 
10. Separate exhaust fans will be provided for the two Seminar Rooms on the east side of 

the building. 
11. Exhaust will be considered for the Fabrication Area if fumes or particulate are produced. 
12. No work will be undertaken in the Ground Floor areas of this building as this is not 

included in the scope of the project.  Although new piping for the cooling and heating 
fan coil units will be provided mainly in the ceiling space or placed high in the main 
storage space on this floor.  Some piping for these units will be located in the ceilings of 
these spaces. 

13. All cooling-only and cooling/heating fan coil units added during the renovation will be 
provided with secondary drain pans and overflow cut-off switches to deenergize the 
units if the drain pans receive a significant amount of water. 

14. All controls will be compatible with the existing DDC/BAS system on campus and will 
provide for all control elements being added under the design. 

PLUMBING NARRATIVE 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

1. The bulk of the existing plumbing piping will remain intact in the building.  The areas of 
the building that are not in the scope of work, will be maintained in service, however, 
these areas will not be upgraded. 

2. The new Men’s and Women’s Toilet Rooms, the Kitchenette, the semi-circular sink in 
the PCB FAB/Test/Circuit/ Embedded space, and a water cooler will be piped up from 
the existing sanitary piping, domestic cold and hot water piping located in the ground 
floor of the building. 

3. The plumbing fixtures in the new Men’s and Women’s Toilet Rooms will be 
Handicapped Accessible units and will be selected in conjunction with the architect and 
the Owner’s needs. 

ELECTRICAL NARRATIVE 

ELECTRICAL CODES 

Electrical shall be designed to comply with Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Codes (UCC).  UCC 
includes 2015 International Building Code, 2015 International Energy Conservation Code, 2014 National 
Electrical Code, and 2015 International Fire Code. 
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PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

POWER 

1. Electric is currently served by 1200A, 208Y/120V, 3-Phase, 4-Wire main distribution 
panel MDP in main electrical room in basement.  MDP feeds 225A panel A, 225A panel 
H1, 225A panel L1, and 225A panel GA in the same room.  These panels are in good 
condition and can remain for reuse. 

2. Three GE panels in kitchen/dining area on first floor are antiquated and obsolete.  
Replacement parts are not readily available for purchase.  These panels shall be 
replaced to accommodate the renovated areas.  Since existing walls will be removed, 
new panels shall be installed in a storage closet.  

3. A dedicated panel shall be provided for computers and IT equipment. 
4. Receptacles in renovated areas shall be removed.  New receptacles shall be used in 

renovated areas with finished color selected by the architect.  New restrooms shall have 
ground fault circuit interrupter type receptacle installed.  Isolated ground receptacles 
may be used for computer equipment if preferred.  Each new computer station may 
have up to 500W power supply.   According to School, new computers have become 
more efficient and power consumption is less than power supply rating.   Existing 20A 
circuit can handle more than three computers.  Based on the information and load 
diversity, no more than five computers shall be on one 20A circuit. 

5. Depending on furniture layouts, tele-power poles or floor boxes may be installed in 
open general office and lab areas.  Wiring and conduits shall be concealed in walls and 
ceilings then run to furniture either via tele-power poles or floor boxes.  Since basement 
level is below floor, poke-through assembly shall be used for floor boxes.  For furniture 
close to walls, conduits shall be run from wall to furniture.  Contractor shall coordinate 
with casework vendor for prewired furniture. 

6. Receptacles shall be installed in MDF and IDF rooms as required.  University’s IT group 
will specify receptacle type, rating and requirements.  Dedicated receptacle shall be 
provided for UPS. 

7. Existing disconnect switches and associated wiring and conduits for associated HVAC 
units shall be removed.  New disconnect switches shall be installed for HVAC 
equipment. 

8. Feeder wiring and conduits to three panels in kitchen/dining area shall be replaced and 
rerouted to new panel locations.  Panel locations will be coordinated with the University 
during design. 

9. In renovated areas, all branch circuit, lighting circuit wiring and conduits shall be 
removed.  New circuit wiring and conduits shall be installed. 

10. Existing Cummins natural gas fired generator is 20kW/25kVA, 208Y/120V, 3-Phase, 4-
Wire.  It is in fair condition and shall be retained for use for life safety system only.  
Since this is existing condition, it is assumed that Authority Having Jurisdiction has 
already accepted natural gas as reliable fuel source. 

11. Existing automatic transfer switch, area protection panel, normal/emergency panel and 
emergency only panel is located in the area adjacent to main electrical room in the 
basement.  They are in good condition and, therefore, shall be reused. 
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LIGHTING 

1. Existing lighting fixtures are old and may not meet the new energy code.  They are not 
suited for the new renovated spaces. Existing LED lighting fixtures shall be reused as 
directed by the University.  New LED lighting fixtures shall be provided for the renovated 
area. 

2. Lighting fixtures used in areas that have visual display terminals (computers) such as 
offices, seminar areas, cad lab, Broadside Center, high performance computing area, 
and tutoring area shall be dimmable and equipped with lenses which reduce glare.  
Indirect/direct lighting can be used.  2’x2’ LED center basket or similar style with indirect 
lighting component can also be used. 

3. 8” round LED downlights shall be provided in circulation pathways to highlight the area. 
4. Lighting correlated color temperature (CCT) shall be 3500 Kelvin. 
5. Color rendering index (CRI) shall be 80 and above.  90 CRI can be used in areas that have 

video conferencing. 
6. Wall wash slot LED lighting fixtures shall be provided for the graphic wall. 
7. IC rated lighting fixtures shall be provided for ceiling with insulation. 
8. Combination LED exit signs with LED emergency light heads shall be used at entry and 

egress doors.  Dual remote LED heads shall be provided outside of exit doors.  Selected 
lighting fixtures shall be on emergency circuit to use for emergency egress path 
illumination.  Selected lighting fixtures shall be on an emergency circuit for use as a 
night light which will always be on for security purposes. 

9. In accordance with the Energy Conservation Code, occupancy sensors must be installed 
in almost all spaces with general lighting, except for areas designated as 
security/emergency and interior exit stairways/ramps/passages.  It is recommended 
that occupancy sensors will be dual-technology type which will identify a better 
detection of movement.  The second option is to provide time-switch control function 
with override switches.  This option also requires providing light reduction control by 
50%, uniformly.  Sleeping units, patient care spaces, spaces where automatic shutoff 
would endanger occupant safety/security, areas designated for security/emergency, 
shop and laboratory classrooms equipped with manual controls and light reduction 
controls are not required to have automatic controls. 

10. Daylight sensors must be installed in spaces that have windows/storefront to control 
lighting fixture within daylight zones.  The exception for this requirement is patient care, 
dwelling/sleeping units, first floor above grade in Group A-2 and Group M occupancies 
which do not apply to the proposed project. 

11. New light switches, dimmers, and wall plates shall be installed.  Finished color shall be 
selected by the architect.  No sophisticated lighting control system or wireless shall be 
provided. 

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

1. Existing fire alarm system is Siemens type MXL series.  The main fire alarm control panel 
is located on the wall in main electrical room located in the basement.  It is in good 
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condition and, therefore, shall be retained for reuse.  It is understood that sprinklers are 
not required but full smoke detection shall be provided. 

2. Existing undisturbed voice and data jacks will remain. For new outlets cabling, jacks, 
boxes, and conduits up to accessible ceiling for voice and data communications will be 
provided.  Jacks and cabling will be specified in accordance with the University’s 
standards. 

3. Since existing egress doors stay the same, existing pull stations shall be retained for 
reuse. 

4. Existing smoke detectors shall be removed.  New smoke detectors shall be provided 
with spacing in compliant with NFPA-72. 

5. Existing horns-strobes shall be removed.  New horns-strobes shall be provided with 
spacing in compliant with NFPA-72. 

6. Strobes shall only be provided in toilets. 
7. Duct smoke detector shall be provided for any HVAC ductwork that has an air flow of 

2000 cfm or more. 

VOICE AND DATA 

1. According to the fiber network riser, Kriner Hall has 24-count fiber optic cable.  All 
counts are active for use.  The IT department confirmed the fiber counts are adequate.  
Fiber optic cable shall be provided from the MDF room to the IDF room.  Flexible basket 
trays can be used to support cable. 

2. Existing undisturbed voice and data jacks will remain. New outlets will be provided for 
boxes with conduits and pull strings up to the accessible ceiling for voice and data 
communications.  Jacks and cabling shall be provided in accordance with the 
University’s standards. 

3. Tele-power poles shall be used where floor boxes cannot be installed.  Furniture 
connection shall be coordinated. 

4. Wired data connection shall be provided for all equipment.  Wireless shall also be 
provided for robust, full coverage. 

SECURITY AND ACCESS SYSTEMS 

1. Security, access, and closed-circuit television (CCTV) shall be confirmed by University. 
2. Motorized doors or ADA pushbuttons are existing to remain. 
3. No intercom system is anticipated. 

BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM 

1. Existing Automated Logic to remain for reuse.  Any modification or addition shall be 
done by HVAC contractor. 
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3 | Steam Plant 
EXISTING BUILDING 

From the early 1950’s to 2014 this building provided heating for many of the campus buildings through 
an underground distribution system.  It originally contained two large steam boilers then, in 1963, the 
building nearly doubled in size to house another large steam boiler.  It was also designed with the ability 
to add a fourth boiler in the future.  Its’ exterior walls are masonry load bearing with a brick veneer 
while the interior has an open span steel structure approximately 50’ high.  Ancillary support rooms are 
located on either side of the main plant area. 
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Existing floor grates wil need infilled with structural modifications.  A concrete skim coat will be required 
for a flush finished floor.  Dependent on the optoin selected windows may require replacement and 
exisitng walls pluggeg and patched.   
 

  

 
 

 
 
The building was recently partially demolished to remove all the mechanical systems and most of the 
electrical systems.  Remaining building components consist of the major brick and block or concrete 
walls and a few services entering the building such as a domestic cold water pipe and sanitary pipe. 
 
A recent electrical upgrade increased the electrical capacity in the building which was undertaken to 
allow the proposed repurposing of the building. 
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PLANNING STRATEGY 
 
The University proposed to study two options of construction delivery of the lab relocation into the 
Steam Plant.  The first proposal is to install the labs in a multi-level modular unit within the existing shell. 
This concept of a building within a building is advantageous with relatively prompt construction duration 
and cost effectiveness.  The second option is a comprehensive renovation of the building and convert 
into a long term educational facility investment for the University.    
 
Both options will require vertical circulation including stairs and an elevator.  The proposed program 
includes: 
 

 

CODE CONSIDERATIONS (Both Options) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 Civil Engineering – Clean and Dirty Lab (1 each) 
 Mechanical Engineering – Clean and Dirty Lab (1 each) 
 Shared Lab Space between labs for collaboration (1 per floor) 
 Small Offices (faculty and/or small student collaboration) 
 Welding Area with Garage Door access to exterior 

 Applicable Code includes, but not limited to: 
o 2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC) Chapter(s) 4 
o 2015 International Building Code (IBC) (Except Chapters 1, 11, and 30) 
o 2018 International Building Code (IBC) Chapter 11, and Appendix ‘E’ – 2009 ICC/ANSI 

A117.1 (ANSI) 
 Requires a change in Use Group:  Factory (F-1) to Business (B). 
 Egress requirements 
 Occupant load: 137 
 Requires two means of egress from first floor to exterior (2 exits). 
 Two means of egress from second floor to first floor (2 stairs). 
 Additional plumbing fixtures required: 

o Toilets:  3-female and 3-male. 
o Sinks:  2-female and 2 male 
o Drinking fountains:  2 

 A fire protection system is required because the Use Group changes to a more hazardous 
classification. 
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ROOM SCHEDULE COMPARISON OF OPTION 1 AND 2 
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ARCHITECTURAL AND INTERIORS NARRATIVE 

 
The design intent for the Steam Plant is to create an educational facility that marks the “front door” for 
the University while generating an identity for the School of Engineering.  Potentially, this would act as 
an advertisement for STEM across the campus and attract prospective students.  The lab arrangement 
would locate the dirty labs and “heavier” equipment with noise, vibrations and dust concerns on the first 
floor to minimize student disruption from above.  Clean labs would be located on the second floor.   
 
MODULAR OPTION 
The intent of the modular option was to construct a cost effective design solution to expedite 
construction duration and building occupancy.  Labs would be housed inside the modular with vertical 
circulation on the exterior of the modular.  The interstitial space outside of the labs woud be 
unconditioned.  While the labs would have prepackaged units via the modular manufacturer.   
 
Constructability of the modular system was limited to two floors.  The maximum sized modular was 
unable to accommodate all the School’s educational program and equipment.  Faculty would be located 
in flexible workstations within the modular circulation which would compromsie privacy.   
 
TRADITIONAL OPTION  
The intent of the traditional option was to serve as a long term investment to the University rather than 
a temporary location for the School of Engineering.  Aligning new wall partions along the existing column 
grid organizes the labs into bays with more than sufficent area for the educational program and 
equipment.   The remaining space not needed for the current curiculum allows for future expansion and 
equipment.      
 
A newly constructed second floor aliviated the concerns of having a dirty lab located above the labs on 
the first floor.  This lab becomes a shared collaborative space for students flanked by labs on either side 
and equipped with areas for student storage.    
 
This option allows for private faculty offices and seminar room and additional plumbing fixtures for 
showers.  Storage space is amply provided with designated areas for climate controlled storage.  
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MECHANICAL NARRATIVE 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The building originally had exhaust air fans on the roof and was ventilated via banks of existing operable 
windows.  These exhaust fans have been removed and the curbs capped on the roof.  The existing 
mechanical systems in the building are all but demolished and the boilers, steam piping, condensate 
piping, support equipment have all been removed.  The existing toilet rooms are mostly demolished and 
the piping has been either abandoned or removed. 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

1. The proposed HVAC systems to serve this building would be a Dedicated Outdoor Air 
System (DOAS) system.  This will provide the code compliance required for replacement 
of outside air based on the amount of people and replacement of air due to exhaust 
processes within the building.  The DOAS unit will provide outside air to multiple 
locations within the building via distribution ductwork runs primarily in the ceiling 
spaces.  Due to the size of the building and where the location of the DOAS unit(s) can 
be placed, multiple units may be provided to properly distribute the air to the spaces.  
The outside air would be distributed to the spaces and provide the makeup air 
necessary for the exhaust systems within some of the labs such as the exhaust hood 
over the curing oven, grinding/milling/crushing equipment.  It would also provide the 
required outside air per person for each of the spaces. 

2. Each of the First Floor Labs, such as the Civil Engineering Lab, Thermal Science Lab, 
Manufacturing Lab, Welding & Project Area, Microscope Lab, Machine Dynamics & 
Vibrations Lab, and the Second Floor Fluids Lab will be serviced by a Variable Refrigerant 
Flow (VRF) system to provide simultaneous heating or cooling in these rooms.  We also 
propose to serve the Open Offices and the Seminar Room with VRF systems.  Various 
unit configurations would be used to serve the spaces, ranging from ceiling cassette 
units, to inline horizontal fan coil style units with ductwork and diffusers to distribute 
the cooling and heating air to the spaces.  The smaller spaces may even be cooled and 
heated with a wall mounted ductless units. 

3. The Circulation space on both the First and Second Floors would be served with a split 
system heat pump unit, with electric resistance backup heaters, located above the 
ceiling of the Second Floor Storage & Future Expansion Area and ducted to both areas 
on each floor. 

4. The Men’s and Women’s Toilet Rooms and Janitor’s Closet on each floor would be 
electrically heated via an electric wall heater and would be secondarily cooled with air 
brought in through a transfer duct from the Circulation space on each floor.  These toilet 
rooms would be exhausted from a single exhaust fan located on the high roof. 

5. Special exhaust would be coordinated with the appropriate fixed and portable 
mechanical equipment to provide for any exhaust per the equipment list.  Some of this 
exhaust air would be exhausted by separate dedicated exhaust systems.  Depending on 
the type of exhaust, it may be exhausted up through the roof to reduce any possibility of 
air being pulled back into the building.   
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6. General room exhaust/relief air would be collected from each space and would be 
returned to the DOAS unit(s) to provide for a means of heat recovery.  This would 
increase the energy efficiency of the system while allowing the makeup air supply to 
enter the spaces without pressurizing the rooms.  These units would be mounted in the 
non-programmed areas of the building, primarily on either the east or west sides and 
will require some shaft space in order for the supply air and the return/relief air to be 
distributed to and from the various spaces.  

7. The existing Automated Logic system on campus will be extended to the renovated 
Steam Plant and all HVAC systems mentioned above, will either be fully controlled by 
the DDC/BAS system, or be connected to for supervised control over their own controls 
systems.  Any modification or addition shall be done by University’s building automation 
contractor as part of the HVAC Contract. 

8. Modular Option: 
The systems described above are suitable for use with a modular space systems 
approach, subject to the possibility of obtaining the modules without any HVAC systems 
pre-built as part of the modules.  Then spaces would be either fully fit out with field 
erected HVAC systems or could possibly be factory provided with VRF systems and 
ductwork, suitable for connection to a field installed VRF condensing/compressor 
unit(s). 

PLUMBING NARRATIVE 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

1. The existing domestic cold water service piping will be extended to serve all of the 
plumbing fixtures within the building.  The plumbing fixtures such as sinks and lavatories 
requiring domestic hot water will be served from a pair of small domestic water heaters 
located in each of the Custodial spaces on each floor.  Hot water will be extended to any 
sinks or specialty plumbing requirements that may be required within the labs 

2. Sanitary piping will be run into the basement and will gravity flow to the existing 
sanitary connection. 

3. Vent piping will be extended to the roof and be terminated through the roof. 
4. Condensate systems will be copper, not PVC or CPVC piping, where there are plenum 

ceilings.  PVC or CPVC condensate piping is acceptable in non-plenum areas. 
5. Plumbing fixtures will be coordinated with the Architect and the Owner during the 

design process. 
6. Any piping located in unconditioned spaces will need to be protected from freezing. 

FIRE PROTECTION NARRATIVE 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

1. A sprinkler system would need to be provided. 
2. A new water service would need to be extended to the building and a sprinkler riser 

with alarm check valve and typical backflow prevention would need to be provided to 
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serve the fire sprinkler system.  Domestic cold water service would be connected to this 
new water service upstream of the alarm check valve. 

3. A wet pipe sprinkler system would need to be provided to the majority of the spaces.  
Any sprinkler systems and heads to be located in potentially freezing conditions would 
be provided with or served by a dry pipe sprinkler system with a compressor and an 
alarm check valve.  The amount of dry pipe system would be increased if a modular 
spaces approach is pursued. 

4. The system would be designed and certified by the Sprinkler Contractor who would also 
obtain the approval of the Local Fire Marshall and by L & I. 

5. A Siamese water connection would be provided on the exterior of the building to allow 
a pumper truck (fire engine) to connect to the system. 

6. Any piping located in unconditioned spaces will need to be protected from freezing. 

ELECTRICAL NARRATIVE 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

ELECTRICAL CODES 

1. Electrical shall be designed to comply with Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Codes 
(UCC).  UCC includes 2015 International Building Code, 2015 International Energy 
Conservation Code, 2014 National Electrical Code, and 2015 International Fire Code.  

POWER 

1. Electric is currently served by 1000A, 208V, 3-Phase, 3-Wire Square D Power Style 
switchboard in electrical room on first floor.  The switchboard is fed by a newly installed 
300kV outdoor transformer with 208Y/120V, 3-Phase, 4-Wire system.  Feeding a 3-Wire 
switchboard with a 4-Wire system required a modification to add non-manufacturer 
installed, or a listed neutral bus, is a violation of the NEC.  Working clearances about the 
switchboard is not adequate.   In addition, the switchboard is antiquated, obsolete and 
in poor condition and must be replaced. 

2. Square D load centers in the main electrical room are old and shall be removed.  
Associated circuit wiring and conduits shall also be removed.  Wiring and conduits for 
Interior lighting in non-renovated areas and parking lot lighting can remain for 
reconnections.  New panels shall be provided in electrical room to serve the new loads. 

3. Receptacles, equipment, and devices in renovated areas shall be removed.  New 
receptacles shall be used in renovated areas with finished color selected by the 
architect.  New toilets shall have ground fault circuit interrupter type receptacles 
installed.  Isolated ground receptacles may be used for computer equipment if 
preferred. 

4. Most lab equipment is moveable or portable type and, therefore, receptacles shall be 
provided. 

5. Dedicated receptacles shall be provided for lab equipment that need to be on dedicated 
circuits.  Matching receptacles shall be provided. 
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6. Receptacles for plug-load lab equipment 20 amps or less shall be ground fault circuit 
interrupter type.  Wiremold multi-outlet assembly can be used for equipment and 
workbenches located near walls. 

7. Receptacles on islands can be lab bench pedestal type with a ground fault circuit 
interrupter.  Floor box receptacles shall be provided for movable islands or work 
benches.  Tele-power poles may also be used if preferred. 

8. Ground fault circuit interrupter type receptacles shall be installed at counter sinks. 
9. Floor box receptacle shall be installed for seminar tables. 
10. Receptacles and overcurrent protection devices for welders shall be provided as 

recommended by welder’s manufacturer in accordance with the National Electrical 
Code. 

11. Disconnect switches shall be provided in coordination with HVAC and plumbing 
equipment. 

12. Since the building is available with 120V and 208V, equipment must be rated to operate 
at available voltages.  For equipment that is rated at 220V, 230V, or 460V, a boost 
transformers shall be provided. 

13. The elevator shall be fed by normal power only.  Shunt trip shall be required.  
Receptacles for the sump pump and maintenance use shall be provided in the elevator 
pit. 

14. Existing feeder wiring and conduits from the outdoor transformer to the exterior pull 
box shall remain.  New wiring and conduits from the exterior pull box to a new 
switchboard shall be provided. 

15. In renovated areas, all branch circuit and lighting circuit wiring and conduits shall be 
removed.  New circuit wiring and conduits shall be installed. 

16. Existing Leonard Martin Maxi-Power diesel generator is 175kW/219kVA, 240/120V, 3-
Phase.  It is antiquated and in poor condition and must be removed.  Diesel storage 
outside and associated fuel transfer pump should be removed as well.  

17. A new smaller generator shall be provided for life safety loads only assuming that gas on 
campus is acceptable to the Authority Having Jurisdiction as reliable fuel source.  The 
pre-existing high pressure gas has been disconnected and abandoned.  If gas is desired, 
a new gas line would need to be run, or reuse the previously abandoned line if viable.   If 
the Authority does not allow gas, then replace the generator with reliable onsite fuel 
source such as diesel fuel. 

18. A new generator shall be installed outdoors.  If diesel fuel is required, sub-base fuel tank 
shall be provided. 

19. The existing Asco automatic transfer switch is in poor condition and, therefore, must be 
removed.  New automatic transfer switches shall be provided for life safety loads only. 

20. Modular Option:  
Since lab equipment has specific requirements for connections, prewired outlets will not 
be well coordinated.  Therefore, field connections shall be required for all outlets (the 
same as for built option). 
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LIGHTING 

1. Existing interior lighting fixtures are old and will not meet the new energy code.  They 
are not suited for the new renovated spaces. All lighting fixtures in renovated spaces 
shall be removed.  New LED lighting fixtures shall be used. 

2. Existing exterior and parking lot lighting shall remain. 
3. Lighting fixtures used in areas that have visual display terminals (computers) such as 

open offices and seminar room shall be dimmable and equipped with lenses that reduce 
glare.  Indirect/direct lighting can be used. 

4. 2’x2’ LED flat panels shall be provided in civil engineering lab, machine dynamics & 
vibration lab, material testing lab, manufacturing lab, thermal science lab and fluids lab.  
Lighting fixtures shall be dimmable. 

5. 2’x2’ LED flat panels and vanity lighting fixtures shall be provided for toilets.  7” round 
slim LED downlights shall be used for custodial closets. 

6. Pendant LED lighting fixtures shall be provided for circulation spaces. 
7. 6”x4’ LED utility lighting fixtures shall be provided for utility room, electrical room, 

storage and welding area. 
8. Lighting correlated color temperature (CCT) shall be 3500 Kelvin. 
9. Color rendering index (CRI) shall be 80 and above.  90 CRI can be used area that have 

video conferencing. 
10. IC rated lighting fixtures shall be provided in any ceilings with insulation. 
11. Vapor type LED lighting fixtures shall be provided for elevator shaft. 
12. Combination LED exit signs with LED emergency light heads shall be use at entry and 

egress doors.  Dual remote LED heads shall be provided outside of exit doors.  Selected 
lighting fixtures shall be on an emergency circuit to use for emergency egress path 
illumination.  Selected lighting fixtures shall be on an emergency circuit for use as a 
night light for safety and security purposes. 

13. In accordance with the Energy Conservation Code, occupancy sensors must be installed 
in almost all spaces with general lighting, except for areas designated as 
security/emergency and interior exit stairways/ramps/passages.  It is recommended 
that occupancy sensors have dual-technology type that will have better detection of 
movement.  The second option is to provide time-switch control function with override 
switches.  This option also requires providing light reduction control by 50%, uniformly.  
Sleeping units, patient care spaces, spaces where automatic shutoff would endanger 
occupant safety and security, areas designated for security/emergency, shop and 
laboratory classrooms that equipped with manual controls and light reduction controls 
are not required to have automatic controls. 

14. Daylight sensors must be installed in spaces that have windows/storefront to control 
lighting fixture within daylight zones.  Exceptions are for patient care, dwelling/sleeping 
units, first floor above grade in Group A-2 and Group M occupancies which do not apply 
to the proposed work. 

15. New light switches, dimmers, and wall plates shall be installed.  Finished color shall be 
selected by the architect.  No sophisticated lighting control system or wireless shall be 
provided. 
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16. Modular Option: 
If the modular unit is equipped with a preinstalled and pre-wired lighting fixtures, the 
contractor shall connect to a location designated by the modular manufacturer.  In non-
modular areas, the contractor shall provide lighting fixtures and associated switching 
devices as described above for built option.  

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

1. The building currently has no fire alarm system. 
2. A fire alarm control panel shall be provided in main electrical room.  The fire alarm 

panel shall be connected to the Shippensburg University Police Department through 
single-mode fiber optic cabling. Independent transmitting devices shall be provided. 

3. A remote fire alarm annunciator shall be provided inside of front entrance.   
4. Pull stations shall be provided within 5 feet of exterior exit doors. 
5. Smoke and heat detectors shall be provided in the elevator pit and or shaft in 

accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. 
6. Smoke detectors shall be provided with spacing in compliant with NFPA-72. 
7. Horn-Strobes shall be provided with spacing in compliance with NFPA-72. 
8. Strobes only shall be provided in toilets. 
9. Duct smoke detectors should be provided for any HVAC ductwork that has an air flow of 

2000 cfm or more. 

VOICE AND DATA 

1. According to the fiber network riser, the Steam Plant has 24-count fiber optic cable.  All 
counts are active for use.  The IT department confirmed that fiber counts are adequate.  
Existing fiber optic connections are available on second floor circulation above the main 
entry. 

2. Existing undisturbed voice and data jacks and equipment shall remain. Existing jacks and 
cabling in renovated areas shall be removed.  For new outlets, electrical contractor shall 
provide cabling, jacks, boxes, and conduits up to accessible ceiling for voice and data 
communications.  Provide Jacks and cabling in accordance with University’s standards. 

3. Tele-power poles shall be used where floor boxes cannot be installed.  Furniture 
connection shall be coordinated. 

4. Wired data connection shall be provided for all equipment.  Wireless shall also be 
provided for robust, full coverage. 

SECURITY AND ACCESS SYSTEMS 

1. Security, access, and closed-circuit television (CCTV) to be confirmed by University. 
2. Motorized doors with ADA pushbuttons furnished by general contractor.  Connections 

shall be by electrical contractor. 
3. No intercom system is anticipated. 
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BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM 

1. Existing Automated Logic to remain for reuse.  Any modification or addition shall be 
done by HVAC contractor. 
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4 | Cost Estimates 
 
The facility options presented in this study should be viewed as conceptual.  The final solution may 
encompass select components of one or more options whereas the construction costs and floor plan 
detail are dependent on the final program as well. 

Costs are based on historical data and building construction cost information.   

• Costs have been adjusted for inflation and market conditions from the date of this report. 

• The Potential Total Project Costs noted in the following Options Analysis include: 

• Construction Contingency and Escalation – construction contingency is a predetermined amount 
or percentage of the contract held for unpredictable changes in the project. Cost escalation is 
defined as changes in the cost or price of specific goods or services in a given economy over a 
period. 

• Potential Project “Soft” Costs – “soft” costs are indirect costs associated with a building 
construction project and vary by project and project cost.  These “soft” costs are typically based 
on a percentage of the construction costs.  The range of “soft” costs used for this project is 
between 35% - 40% of the construction costs dependent on size and scope of work/project. 

These “soft” costs include, but not limited to the following: 

Professional Fees Testing and Inspections 
Financing Costs Furnishings 
Fixtures and Equipment Reimbursables 
Consultant Fees Project Printing 
Project Construction Contingency  
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SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
 KRINER HALL BUILDING STUDY
Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates Architects

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
RSMEANS SECTION TASK QTY UNIT*  UNIT COST + O/P  TOTAL 
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
Allowance Demolish Food Service Equipment LS 10,000.00$             10,000$              
08 05 05.10-0500,2000 Demolish Interior Single Wood Door 6 LS 108.00$                  648$                   
09 05 05.10-0240 Demolish Existing Ceiling 3,247 SF 1.44$                      4,676$                
09 05 05.20-2220 Demolish Floor Finish - VCT & Quarry Tile 3,247 SF 1.66$                      5,390$                
09 05 05.30-2300 Demolish Interior Partitions (studs w/gwb) 850 SF 3.04$                      2,584$                
09 05 05.30-0100,0280 Demolish Interior Partitions (8" CMU) 800 SF 13.05$                    10,440$              

08 12 13.13-0100 Standard HM Frames - 3' Interior Opening 9 Ea. 294.00$                  2,646$                
08 12 13.13-0140 Standard HM Frames - 6' Interior Opening 1 Ea. 345.00$                  345$                   
08 12 13.15-0010,0370 Standard Hollow Metal Borrowed Lites 56 LF 57.00$                    3,192$                
08 14 16.09-0310 Flush Wood Doors 11 Ea. 360.00$                  3,960$                

C1010 126-6250 New Stud Framing w/FR GWB & batt insul. 13,100 SF 6.56$                      85,936$              
09 51 23.30-0800 New Ceiling (2x2) 9,770 SF 5.35$                      52,270$              
09 54 Ceiling Clouds/Acoustical Treatments 1,050 SF 25.00$                    26,250$              
09 65 19.10-7200 Floor and Base Finish - VCT 8,720 SF 2.89$                      25,201$              
09 67 23 Resinous Flooring (Toilet Rooms) 88 SF 10.00$                    880
09 68 13.10-5060 Floor and Base Finish - Carpet 2,950 SF 6.61$                      19,500$              
09 91 23.72-100 Wall Finish - Paint (markerboard paint) 33,500 SF 4.00$                      134,000$            

10 11 16.53-0150 Marker Board 160 SF 15.00$                    2,400$                
10 28 13.13 New Toilet Accessories 1 LS 750.00$                  750$                   

12 32 23.10 Manufactured Casework 133 LF 350.00$                  46,550$              

Allowance Stair Repair 1 LS 12,000.00$             12,000$              
Allowance Vinyl Wall Graphic LS 6,000.00$               6,000$                

Subtotal 455,617$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 615,082$            

Mechanical & Plumbing Construction

D20101102120
Water closet, vitreous china, bowl only with flush 
valve, floor mount 2 Ea. 1,776.10$               3,552$                

D20102102000 Urinal, vitreous china, wall hung 1 Ea. 1,289.98$               1,290$                

D20103102080 Lavatory w/trim, wall hung, PE on CI, 19" x 17" 2 Ea. 1,676.66$               3,353$                

D20108202080
Water cooler, electric, floor mounted, dual 
height, 14.3 GPH 1 Ea. 2,254.93$               2,255$                

D20908100840
Pipe cast iron, soil, B & S, service weight, 2" 
diameter 400 L.F. 35.70$                    14,280$              

D20908101320
Copper tubing, hard temper, solder, type K, 1-
1/2" diameter 200 L.F. 31.74$                    6,348$                

D20908101340
Copper tubing, hard temper, solder, type K, 2" 
diameter 200 L.F. 44.52$                    8,904$                

D20908101280
Copper tubing, hard temper, solder, type K, 1" 
diameter 400 L.F. 22.88$                    9,152$                

D30301101520
Existing chilled water available, with fan coil 
units 10000 S.F. 7.98$                      79,800$              

D30402401020

Roof vent. system, power, centrifugal, 
aluminum, galvanized curb, back draft damper, 
800 CFM 1 Ea. 5,545.25$               5,545$                

Subtotal 134,480$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 181,548$            

Electrical Construction

D50102300280
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 200 A 450 L.F. 41.65$                    18,743$              

D50102502000

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 225 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 3 Ea. 6,979.93$               20,940$              

D50201100360
Receptacles incl plate, box, conduit, wire, 5 per 
1000 SF, .6 watts per SF 11542 S.F. 0.73$                      8,426$                

KRINER HALL RENOVATION
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D50201150280
Receptacle systems, underfloor duct, 7' on 
center, low density 5185 S.F. 7.86$                      40,754$              

D50201150400
Receptacle systems, underfloor duct, poke thru 
fittings, low density 5185 S.F. 2.63$                      13,637$              

D50201300200 Wall switches, 1.0 per 1000 SF 11542 S.F. 0.26$                      3,001$                

D50201650280
Safety switch, 30 A fused, 3 phase, 5 HP, 200 V 
or 7 1/2 HP, 230 V 2 Ea. 339.45$                  679$                   

D50201650440
Safety switch, 60 A fused, 3 phase, 15 HP 200 V 
or 15 HP 230 V 2 Ea. 474.36$                  949$                   

D50201650600
Safety switch, 100 A fused, 3 phase, 20 HP 200 
V or 25 HP 230 V 1 Ea. 665.89$                  666$                   

D50202100500
LED fixtures recess mounted in ceiling, 0.8  watt 
per SF, 20 FC, 5 fixtures @32 watt per 1000 SF 11542 S.F. 2.46$                      28,393$              

D50202900800
Daylight dimming control system, 5 fixtures per 
1000 SF 11542 S.F. 1.42$                      16,390$              

D50309100452

Communication and alarm systems, fire 
detection, addressable, 25 detectors, includes 
outlets, boxes, conduit and wire 1 Ea. 18,684.60$             18,685$              

D50309200110
Internet wiring, 8 data/voice outlets per 1000 
S.F. 11.5 M.S.F. 2,119.21$               24,371$              

Subtotal 195,632$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 264,103$            

General Construction 615,082$            
Mech. & Plumb. Construction 181,548$            
Electrical Construction 264,103$            

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 1,060,732$         

Construction Contingency 10% 106,073$            
Testing & Inspection 4% 42,429$              
Furnishings LS 300,000$            
Equipment & Technology 5% 53,036.62$         
Professional Fees 15% 159,110$            

SOFT COSTS 660,649$            

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 1,721,381$         

TOTAL COSTS BUILDING SCHEME 1
(*) UNIT LEGEND: Square Foot (SF); Linear Foot (LF); Lump Sum (LS)

1,721,381$         

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
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SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
STEAM PLANT BUILDING STUDY
Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates Architects

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
RSMEANS SECTION TASK QTY UNIT*  UNIT COST + O/P  TOTAL 
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
02 41 19.21-1020 Selective Demolition (Stairs & Platform) 443 SF 11.10$                    4,917$                
02 41 19.16-2080 Selective Demolition Cutout for new doors 310 SF 77.00$                    23,870$              

Allowance Modular Unit 3,936 SF 200.00$                  787,200$            
Allowance Site Work LS 25,000.00$             30,000$              

3 Concrete Repair, Skim Coat and Struct. Mod. LS 50,000.00$             50,000$              
Allowance Plug-in Wall Patch LS 20,000.00$             20,000$              

D1010 110-3100 Hydraulic Elevator 1 Ea. 86,600.00$             86,600$              

04 22 10.34-1200 New 8" CMU Wall 1,920 SF 11.50$                    22,080$              

08 12 13.13-1000 Standard HM Frames - Exterior 1 Ea. 355.00$                  355$                   
08 12 13.13-0100 Standard HM Frames - 3' Interior Opening 3 Ea. 294.00$                  882$                   
08 13 13.13-0100 Standard Hollow Metal Doors 4 Ea. 485.00$                  1,940$                
08 36 13.10-2300 New Overhead Sectional Doors 2 Ea. 4,550.00$               9,100$                
08 43 13.20-1000 Aluminum Storefront Entrance 100 SF 150.00$                  15,000$              

09 21 16.33-1000 New Stud Framing w/GWB & batt insul.(10'H) 568 SF 5.05$                      2,868$                
09 29 10.30-8020 New Ceiling - GWB (Offices & Tlt. Rms.) +25% 100 SF 4.68$                      468$                   
09 91 23.72-100 Wall Finish - Paint 26,000 SF 4.00$                      104,000$            

10 11 16.53-0150 Marker Board 500 SF 15.00$                    7,500$                
10 21 13.13-1700 New  Toilet Partitions 4 Ea. 1,151.00$               4,604$                
10 28 13.13 New Toilet Accessories 1 LS 2,000.00$               2,000$                

Allowance Vinyl Wall Graphics SF 6,000.00$               6,000$                
Subtotal 1,179,385$         
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 1,592,169$         

Mechanical & Plumbing Construction
D2010 Plumbing Fixtures 7920 SF $19.35 38,254$              

Water closet, vitreous china, bowl only with flush 
valve, wall hung

7920 SF
$1.50 11,880$              

Urinal, vitreous china, wall hung 7920 SF $0.23 1,822$                
Lavatory w/trim, wall hung, PE on CI, 18" x 15" 7920 SF $0.52 4,118$                
Misc. Connections to equipment. 7920 SF $2.00 15,840$              
Service sink w/trim, vitreous china, wall hung 22" 7920 SF $0.17 1,346$                
Water cooler, electric, wall hung, wheelchair 7920 SF $0.41 3,247$                

D2020 Domestic Water Distribution 7920 SF $20.94 165,845$            
Gas fired water heater, commercial, 100< F rise, 
600 MBH input, 576 GPH

7920 SF
$20.94 165,845$            

D2040 Rain Water Drainage 7920 SF $0.50 3,564$                
Roof drain, CI, soil,single hub, 6" diam, 10' high 7920 SF $0.45 3,564$                

D3050 DOAS, VRF Terminal & Package Units 7920 SF $21.62 229,680$            
VRF multizone, air conditioner, schools and 
colleges, plus ductwork  95.83 ton

7920 SF
$18.00 142,560$            

DOAS Estimate 7920 SF $11.00 87,120$              
D4010 Sprinklers 7920 SF $2.90 22,968$              

Wet pipe sprinkler systems, steel, light hazard, 1 
floor, 50,000 SF

7920 SF
$2.90 22,968$              

D4020 Standpipes 7920 SF $0.37 2,930$                
Wet standpipe risers, class III, steel, black, sch 7920 SF $0.37 2,930$                
Contractor fees (General Conditions, 
Overhead & Profit LS 25% 115,810$            

Subtotal 579,051$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 781,719$            

Electrical Construction

D50102300440
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 1000 A 20 L.F. 214.82$                  4,296$                

STEAM PLANT OPTION 1 - MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
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D50102400300
Switchgear installation, incl switchboard, panels 
& circuit breaker, 120/208 V, 3 phase, 1000 A 1 Ea. 20,258.95$             20,259$              

D50102502000
NQOD, 120/208 V, 225 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 2 Ea. 6,979.93$               13,960$              

D50102502080

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 400 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 2 Ea. 10,387.85$             20,776$              

D50102300280
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 200 A 100 L.F. 41.65$                    4,165$                

D50102300320
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 400 A 100 L.F. 83.29$                    8,329$                

D50201100680
Receptacles incl plate, box, conduit, wire, 20 per 
1000 SF,2.4 watts per SF 7920 S.F. 3.64$                      28,829$              

D50201300280 Wall switches, 2.0 per 1000 SF 7920 S.F. 0.42$                      3,326$                

D50102501020

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 100 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 1 Ea. 4,020.00$               4,020$                

D50102300240
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 100 A 50 L.F. 22.22$                    1,111$                

D50201650280
Safety switch, 30 A fused, 3 phase, 5 HP, 200 V 
or 7 1/2 HP, 230 V 2 Ea. 339.45$                  679$                   

D50201650440
Safety switch, 60 A fused, 3 phase, 15 HP 200 V 
or 15 HP 230 V 2 Ea. 474.36$                  949$                   

D50201650600
Safety switch, 100 A fused, 3 phase, 20 HP 200 
V or 25 HP 230 V 2 Ea. 665.89$                  1,332$                

D50202100500
LED fixtures recess mounted in ceiling, 0.8  watt 
per SF, 20 FC, 5 fixtures @32 watt per 1000 SF 7920 S.F. 2.46$                      19,483$              

D50202900800
Daylight dimming control system, 5 fixtures per 
1000 SF 7920 S.F. 1.42$                      11,246$              

D50309100454

Communication and alarm systems, fire 
detection, addressable, 50 detectors, includes 
outlets, boxes, conduit and wire 1 Ea. 36,399.60$             36,400$              

D50309200104
Internet wiring, 4 data/voice outlets per 1000 
S.F. 7.92 M.S.F. 1,112.04$               8,807$                

D50902100560

Generator sets, w/battery, charger, muffler and 
transfer switch, diesel engine with fuel tank, 30 
kW 30 kW 460.53$                  13,816$              

Subtotal 201,783$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 272,407$            

General Construction 1,592,169$         
Mech. & Plumb. Construction 781,719$            
Electrical Construction 272,407$            

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 2,646,295$         

Construction Contingency 10% 264,630$            
Testing & Inspection 4% 105,852$            
Furnishings LS 80,000$              
Equipment LS 980,000$            
Technology 3% 79,389$              
Professional Fees 15% 396,944$            

SOFT COSTS 1,906,814$         

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 4,553,110$         

TOTAL COSTS STEAM PLANT OPTION 1

(*) UNIT LEGEND: Square Foot (SF); Linear Foot (LF); Lump Sum (LS)

4,553,110$         

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
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SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
STEAM PLANT BUILDING STUDY
Crabtree, Rohrbaugh & Associates Architects

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
RSMEANS SECTION TASK QTY UNIT*  UNIT COST + O/P  TOTAL 
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
02 41 19.21-1020 Selective Demolition (Wind, Stairs & Platform) 2,543 SF 11.10$                    28,227$              
02 41 19.16-2080 Selective Demolition Cutout for new doors 330 SF 77.00$                    25,410$              

Site Work LS 30,000.00$             30,000$              

3 Concrete Repair, Skim Coat and Struct. Mod. LS 50,000.00$             50,000$              
Allowance Plug-in Wall Patch LS 20,000.00$             20,000$              

B1010 250-3500 2nd Floor Construction 6,125 SF 20.10$                    123,113$            
C2010 110-0780 New Stairs with Guardrails 2 Ea. 25,000.00$             50,000$              
D1010 110-3100 Hydraulic Elevator 1 Ea. 86,600.00$             86,600$              

04 22 10.34-1200 New 8" CMU Wall 2,000 SF 11.50$                    23,000$              

05 52 13.50-0940 Pipe Railings - 2nd Floor Guardrail 130 LF 39.50$                    5,135$                

08 12 13.13-1000 Standard HM Frames - Exterior 2 Ea. 355.00$                  710$                   
08 12 13.13-0100 Standard HM Frames - 3' Interior Opening 18 Ea. 294.00$                  5,292$                
08 12 13.13-0140 Standard HM Frames - 6' Interior Opening 14 Ea. 345.00$                  4,830$                
08 12 13.15-0010,0370 Standard Hollow Metal Borrowed Lites 35 LF 57.00$                    1,995$                
08 13 13.13-0100 Standard Hollow Metal Doors 34 Ea. 485.00$                  16,490$              
08 36 13.10-2300 New Overhead Sectional Doors 4 Ea. 4,550.00$               18,200$              
08 43 13.20-1000 Aluminum Storefront Entrance 100 SF 150.00$                  15,000$              

09 21 16.33-1000 New Stud Framing w/GWB & batt insul.(10'H) 13,800 SF 5.05$                      69,690$              
09 51 23.30-0800 New Ceiling - 2x2 (Offices & Tlt. Rms.) +25% 1,082 SF 5.35$                      5,789$                
09 67 23 Resinous Flooring (Toilet Rooms) 560 SF 10.00$                    5,600$                
09 91 23.72-100 Wall Finish - Paint 81,000 SF 4.00$                      324,000$            

10 11 16.53-0150 Marker Board 500 SF 15.00$                    7,500$                
10 21 13.13-1700 New  Toilet Partitions 4 Ea. 1,151.00$               4,604$                
10 28 13.13 New Toilet Accessories 1 LS 2,000.00$               2,000$                

12 32 23.10 Manufactured Casework 24 LF 350.00$                  8,400$                

C1030 310-0200 Metal Lockers 18 Ea. 232.00$                  4,176$                
Allowance Window Replacement 2,100 SF 150.00$                  315,000$            
Allowance Vinyl Wall Graphics SF 6,000.00$               6,000$                
B2010 810 Shower units and benches 2 LS 2,530 5,060$                

Subtotal 1,261,821$         
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 1,703,458$         

Mechanical & Plumbing Construction

D2010 Plumbing Fixtures 12000 SF $19.35 57,960$              
Water closet, vitreous china, bowl only with flush 
valve, wall hung 12000 SF $1.50 18,000$              
Urinal, vitreous china, wall hung 12000 SF $0.23 2,760$                
Lavatory w/trim, wall hung, PE on CI, 18" x 15" 12000 SF $0.52 6,240$                
Misc. Connections to equipment. 12000 SF $2.00 24,000$              
Service sink w/trim, vitreous china, wall hung 22" 
x 20" 12000 SF $0.17 2,040$                
Water cooler, electric, wall hung, wheelchair 
type, 7.5 GPH 12000 SF $0.41 4,920$                

D2020 Domestic Water Distribution 12000 SF $20.94 251,280$            
Gas fired water heater, commercial, 100< F rise, 
600 MBH input, 576 GPH 12000 SF $20.94 251,280$            

D2040 Rain Water Drainage 12000 SF $0.50 5,400$                
Roof drain, CI, soil,single hub, 6" diam, 10' high 12000 SF $0.45 5,400$                

D3050
DOAS, VRF Terminal & Package Units

12000 SF $21.62 348,000$            

STEAM PLANT OPTION 2 - TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION
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VRF multizone, air conditioner, schools and 
colleges, plus ductwork  95.83 ton 12000 SF $18.00 216,000$            
DOAS Estimate 12000 SF $11.00 132,000$            

D4010 Sprinklers 12000 SF $2.90 34,800$              
Wet pipe sprinkler systems, steel, light hazard, 1 
floor, 50,000 SF 12000 SF $2.90 34,800$              

D4020 Standpipes 12000 SF $0.37 4,440$                
Wet standpipe risers, class III, steel, black, sch 
40, 6" diam pipe, 1 floor 12000 SF $0.37 4,440$                
Contractor fees (General Conditions, 
Overhead & Profit LS 25% 175,470$            

Subtotal 877,350$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 1,184,423$         

Electrical Construction

D50102300440
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 1000 A 20 L.F. 214.82$                  4,296$                

D50102400300
Switchgear installation, incl switchboard, panels 
& circuit breaker, 120/208 V, 3 phase, 1000 A 1 Ea. 20,258.95$             20,259$              

D50102502000

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 225 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 2 Ea. 6,979.93$               13,960$              

D50102502080

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 400 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 2 Ea. 10,387.85$             20,776$              

D50102300280
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 200 A 100 L.F. 41.65$                    4,165$                

D50102300320
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 400 A 100 L.F. 83.29$                    8,329$                

D50201100680
Receptacles incl plate, box, conduit, wire, 20 per 
1000 SF,2.4 watts per SF 11835 S.F. 3.64$                      43,079$              

D50201300280 Wall switches, 2.0 per 1000 SF 11835 S.F. 0.42$                      4,971$                

D50102501020

Panelboard, 4 wire w/conductor & conduit, 
NQOD, 120/208 V, 100 A, 1 stories, 25' 
horizontal 1 Ea. 4,020.00$               4,020$                

D50102300240
Feeder installation 600 V, including RGS conduit 
and XHHW wire, 100 A 50 L.F. 22.22$                    1,111$                

D50201650280
Safety switch, 30 A fused, 3 phase, 5 HP, 200 V 
or 7 1/2 HP, 230 V 2 Ea. 339.45$                  679$                   

D50201650440
Safety switch, 60 A fused, 3 phase, 15 HP 200 V 
or 15 HP 230 V 2 Ea. 474.36$                  949$                   

D50201650600
Safety switch, 100 A fused, 3 phase, 20 HP 200 
V or 25 HP 230 V 2 Ea. 665.89$                  1,332$                

D50202100500
LED fixtures recess mounted in ceiling, 0.8  watt 
per SF, 20 FC, 5 fixtures @32 watt per 1000 SF 11835 S.F. 2.46$                      29,114$              

D50202900800
Daylight dimming control system, 5 fixtures per 
1000 SF 11835 S.F. 1.42$                      16,806$              

D50309100454

Communication and alarm systems, fire 
detection, addressable, 50 detectors, includes 
outlets, boxes, conduit and wire 1 Ea. 36,399.60$             36,400$              

D50309200104
Internet wiring, 4 data/voice outlets per 1000 
S.F. 11.84 M.S.F. 1,112.04$               13,167$              

D50902100560

Generator sets, w/battery, charger, muffler and 
transfer switch, diesel engine with fuel tank, 30 
kW 30 kW 460.53$                  13,816$              

Subtotal 237,227$            
Contingency Multiplier 1.35

Total 320,257$            
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General Construction 1,703,458$         
Mech. & Plumb. Construction 1,184,423$         
Electrical Construction 320,257$            

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 3,208,137$         

Construction Contingency 10% 320,814$            
Testing & Inspection 4% 128,325$            
Furnishings LS 80,000$              
Equipment LS 980,000$            
Technology 3% 96,244$              
Professional Fees 15% 481,221$            

SOFT COSTS 2,086,604$         

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 5,294,741$         

TOTAL COSTS STEAM PLANT OPTION 2

(*) UNIT LEGEND: Square Foot (SF); Linear Foot (LF); Lump Sum (LS)

5,294,741$         

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
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 Shippensburg University – School of Engineering | Kriner Hall & Steam Plant Study 

5 | Project Schedule 
 
 
2019 
 
FEBRUARY 
Design Kick-Off Steering Committee Meeting #1 
 
MARCH 
Steering Committee Meeting #2 
Schematic Design Submission 
 
APRIL  
Receive University Comments 
Steering Committee Meeting #3 
 
MAY  
Steering Committee Meeting #4, Interiors Presentation 
Design Development Submission 
 
JUNE 
Receive University Comments 
Steering Committee Meeting #5, Verify Comment Inclusion 
 
JULY 
Steering Committee Meeting #6, General Review 
Submit 95% Construction Documents 
 
AUGUST 
Receive University Comments 
Submit 100% Construction Documents 
 
SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER  
Bidding 
 
2020 
 
JANUARY – APRIL 
Construction – Kriner Hall 
 
JANUARY – JUNE 
Construction – Steam Plant 
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